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GAME: THE RORY ADVENTURE GAME 
 
 There are quite a few Doctor Who games out there, but they all usually feature the Doctor as the hero.  
Here at DDWRPG we wanted to make an original game that was both worth sharing with everyone as a 
freebie in our fanzine but also one that featured a different perspective of the Doctor Who universe.  So we 
decided to create a game about that unsung hero of the 11th Doctor’s Era of the series, Rory Arthur Williams.  
Not only was he Amy Pond’s true love who was willing to wait thousands of years to protect her, but his own 
life is full of interesting and odd events itself.  Heck, Rory died so many times that he makes Captain Jack look 
like an amateur at coming back to life.   

We present to our readers a new game called “The Rory Adventure Game” which follows the timeline 
of Rory William’s life from start to finish with its thousands of years of experiences as well as travels 
backwards and forwards in time.  Enjoy the game and all its fun! 
 
 

EQUIPMENT 
To play the game you need the following bits of equipment: 
 
● game board 
● 2 six-sided dice 
● 4 player pieces 
● 54 Pandorica cards 
 
 

PLAYER COUNT 
The game was designed for play for 3 to 4 people, but there is no minimum or maximum number of players 
though you usually need 2 players for it to be competitive.  More players will add to the length of a game. 
 
 

SETUP 
The play board is setup.  Be aware that the game is large and stretches out about 20 feet!  We recommend 
putting it on top of about 4 six-foot rectangular tables at a convention, or down a hallway in a house at home.  
Taping it to a wall and moving back and forth using poster tack for pieces in also a smart setup. 
 Following this, the Pandorica cards are shuffled and placed face down on the board on the board 
(usually near the front of the timeline around the year 1000 CE).   
 
 

OBJECTIVE 
The object of the game is to be the first to the FINISH space.  This is done by following the timeline of the 
Doctor’s companion Rory Arthur Williams from start to finish.  Players follow the colored line through Rory’s 
life events to include his various journeys backwards and forwards in time.   
 
 

 



RULES 
 
1 – CHOOSING ORDER OF PLAY: Roll 2d6 (two six-sided dice) to determine which player goes first.  Ties are re-
rolled, and the player with the highest roll starts the game.  Game play continues in the order that the players 
rolled from highest to lowest. 
 
2 – THE COSPLAY RULE: Any player who is cosplaying Rory at the game table moves one extra space (in 
addition to their dice roll) each turn.  If a player is cosplaying Rory in Roman Centurion attire they may move 
their piece two extra spaces in addition to their dice roll each turn.  If any player claims they are cosplaying 
Rory, and the majority of the rest of the players disagree (because the person is just wearing ordinary clothes), 
the offending player should be publicly taunted and then loses one space on their dice roll each turn.  This 
whole rule can be ignored by a popular vote at the game table for those that just think it is silly.  If you are 
Arthur Darville and dressed in costume, you automatically win the game.  If you are Arthur Darville and you 
are dressed as your normal self, you must play the game like any other player. 
 
3 – MOVING: In order, players roll 2d6 and move their play piece the number of spaces shown on the dice.  
The first space on the game board is designated with the word START.  The players  move is along the timeline 
in the order of Rory’s life events.  Rory’s timeline changes colors to assist players in following the game’s path 
(changing colors from dark blue, to blue, to green, to yellow, to orange, to red). 
 
4 – ROLLING A 7 WHEN MOVING (AMY’S CHOICE): When a player rolls a total of 7 on both dice for their turn 
the player must make one of two choices: 1) they choose another player who must lose a turn (as Rory's wife, 
Amy, chooses Rory who dies unexpectedly after they move to the quiet hamlet of Upper Leadworth), or 2) 
decide to roll one die – if the result is an even number you move back that number of spaces, if it is an odd 
number move forward that many spaces on Rory’s timeline (as Amy chooses to travel with the Doctor and 
takes your Rory on a trip on the TARDIS).   
 
5 – ROLLING DOUBLES WHEN MOVING / PANDORICA DECK: If a player rolls doubles (ex. 2-2, 6-6), the player 
first makes their regular move on the timeline.  The player then draws a card from the Pandorica deck and 
follows the card’s instructions.  The drawn card is then placed face up in a discard pile.  If all but one of the 
Pandorica cards is drawn, the discard pile is shuffled and the newly shuffled cards are placed under the 
remaining card to refill the Pandorica deck.  Drawing a Pandorica card on doubles applies on any roll in the 
game such as on any Amy’s choice roll, or a re-roll caused by a Pandorica card itself. 
 
6 – LANDING ON AN OCCUPIED SPACE (TIME COLLISIONS/BLINOVICH LIMITATION EFFECT): If a player lands 
on the same space as another player there is a "time collision" and each player rolls a die.  The player who 
rolls higher moves forward on Rory’s timeline the amount shown on their die, and the player who rolls lower 
moves backwards on Rory’s timeline the amount shown on their die.  If both players tie on the die roll, it 
multiplies their next die roll by two, and they moved twice the die’s distance.  Subsequent tie rolls increase 
the multiplication roll by a factor of one.  This game mechanic is due to the Blinovich Limitation Effect, which 
says that two versions of the same person should not exist at the same time or disastrous effects may occur.   
 
7 – LANDING ON A GRAVESTONE SPACE (RORY DIES):  If a player lands on a space in which is marked with a 
gravestone-like symbol, the player loses their next turn. These are places on Rory’s timeline where Rory has 
appeared to have died and are called “Rory Dies” spaces.   
 
8 – WINNING: The first player to follow Rory’s timeline completely along its color-changing path and reach the 
FINISH spot first when on the red colored portion of Rory's timeline wins the game.   



 
 

GAME PLAY FAQ 
 
Q: Can a player go backwards past the “START” space on the board, if one must move backwards? 
 
A: Yes, but if this happens at the start of the game, the player must continue forward on the original (dark 
blue) timeline.  In other situations, the player should always move forward or backwards on Rory's colored 
timeline. 
 
Q: Must you always follow Rory’s timeline in the game, or can you move off of his timeline? 
 
A: In the standard game one must always move backwards and forwards on Rory’s colored TimeLine.   
 
Q: If multiple actions occur on one turn (ex. You roll doubles requiring that you pull a pandorica card, and 
you land on another player) in what order are they resolved? 
 
A: In the standard game one should always resolve actions in the following manner:  move the number on the 
dice (collecting cards or actions as you go), and resolving any movement issues (time ram collisions) until the 
player’s turn is done.  Then play the pandorica card(s) that you might have.  If you land on a “Rory Dies” space 
your movements stop there, but you then play the pandorica card to finish the turn.  If needed, continue to 
resolve any collisions. 
 
Q: I think a rule should be handled a different way.  Can I change it? 
 
A: You sure can, but all the players must know the rule before the start of play.  You must write down your 
"house rule" for others to see if you are using it before play begins. 
 
Q: Are there any variations on the game that I can try? 
 
A: Yes.  Here are the three that we seem to like the best: 
 
TURBO THROUGH TIME AND SPACE - Play the game by rolling 4 six-sided dice each turn.  Group the dice 
together to give you the best advantages.  Treat the turn as two consecutive moves.  (For examples, say you 
roll four dice and they come up as 1, 6, 6, 3 -- you can pair the dice as either 1-6 and 6-3, or as 1-3 and 6-6.  
The 1-6 pairing counts as a roll of 7 so you would get the Amy's Choice bonus.  But if you pair the other way, 
the doubles of 6-6, gives you a draw of a pandorica card!  How you choose to pool the dice is up to you!) 
 
THE CHASE - Add a team of Daleks who are after Rory and want to exterminate him.  They start the game 4 
turns after Rory and have to catch up!  If the Daleks land on the same space as Rory, both sides battle by 
making a 2d6 roll, whomever rolls higher wins the encounter.  If Rory loses the game is over, but if the Daleks 
lose they only lose 2 turns.  The color of a timeline does not matter for landing on the same space, so if Rory is 
on the yellow timeline, and the Daleks are on the blue, but the end on the same space, the sides must battle.  
Likewise, the Daleks can choose to move forward or backward along Rory's timeline in an attempt to land on 
the same square.  A variation allows for various teams of Daleks. 
 
EYEPATCH DRIVE - Are you seeing straight?  Instead of only using six-sided dice for the game, try dice with 
other sides (4, 8, 10, 12, and 20 sided dice can easily be found at your friendly local game store).  Still use two 



dice of each kind.  Dice with more sides make one move faster, but there are fewer special moves (doubles, 
etc.). 
 
 
 
 
 

HISTORY 
The prototype game was first created by the staff of the Diary of Doctor Who Role-Playing Games fanzine in 
late summer of 2013 and refined in fall of 2013 with some rules changes and design changes.  Numerous 
playtests were held at the Milwaukee School of Engineering (MSOE) at various events.  The game was ready 
for the 50th Anniversary of Doctor Who and was officially debuted at the viewing party held on 23 November 
2013 at MSOE.  The game was played as a convention exclusive at the Chicago TARDIS convention from 2013 
to 2019, where it was run in the gaming room by some of the game's co-designers.  It is presented in this issue 
of DDWRPG as a free game for all to enjoy, as it was always meant to be. 

 
 
DESIGN 
Game concept, game design, and graphic design by Nick “Zepo” Seidler;  
Game design assistance by Emily Savela, Alex Fuerst, Joey Dusel, Matt "Sam" Christenson, Ulric Velimirovic, 
Joe Mattox, Jon Kuderer, and Eric Fettig. 
Playtesting by Emily Savela, Joey Dusel,  Alex Fuerst, Jon Kuderer, Cat Trice, Anna Kaas, Karl Schmidbauer, 
Libby Donohew, Brandon Shea, Drew Stoecker, Anna Kaas, Holly Hogan, Nick Orchard, the members of Alpha 
Omega Epsilon sorority, the members of Triangle fraternity, the members of MAGE, the students at the 
Milwaukee School of Engineering, and the attendees of Chicago TARDIS 2013 through Chicago TARDIS 2019.  
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

RORY'S TIMELINE SPACE BY SPACE 
 
To aid in game play, here are all of the spaces and events that must be traveled by Rory. 
 
(Trips backward in time have a blue highlight in the year box; trips forward in time have a red highlight in the 
year box – the lines on the game board have these blue and red shift glows as well) 
 

YEAR 
GENERAL 

COLOR EVENT EPISODE 

1989 START 

START: Rory is born (as is his wife 
Amy as later they are in the same 
class in school)  

1990     

1992     

1996-A     

1996-B     

1997-A   

Rory plays hide and seek, and later 
Doctor dolls, with Amy and Mels 
["Lets Kill Hitler] "Let's Kill Hitler" 

1997-B     

2000     

2005   

Rory in high school with Amy and 
Mels ["Let's Kill Hitler"] "Let's Kill Hitler" 

2007   

Rory has early shift at work the next 
day, and Amy realizes that Rory is not 
gay but likes her thanks to Mel's help 
(after Amy bails Mels out of jail for 
stealing a bus). ["Let's Kill Hitler"] "Let's Kill Hitler" 

2008   

Rory and his 19 year old girlfriend 
Amy who works as a kiss-o-gram 
meet the Doctor and encounter 
Prisoner Zero ["The Eleventh Hour"] "The Eleventh Hour" 

2010-06-25-A   

On the night of Rory and Amy's 
wedding, the Doctor returns for Amy 
to take her on a trip in the TARDIS - 
two years after the initial events with 
Prisoner Zero ["The Eleventh Hour"] "The Eleventh Hour" 

2010-06-25-B   

At Rory's stag night party, the Doctor 
pops out of a cake, and takes Rory 
and Amy on a trip in the TARDIS to 
Venice. ["Vampires of Venice"] [trip 
back to 1580] "Vampires of Venice" 



1580-A   

Rory and Amy visit Venice where they 
and the Doctor discover aliens called 
Saturnyne. ["Vampires of Venice'] "Vampires of Venice" 

1580-B   

Rory and Amy help the Doctor 
prevent a tidal wave hitting Venice 
caused by the Saturnyne.  They then 
leave to go to the future [trip forward 
to the Dreamworld] "Vampires of Venice" 

Dream world   

Rory lives with a Pregnant Amy in 
Upper Leadworth, but gets attacked 
by Eknodine alien infested 
pensioners. ["Amy's Choice"] "Amy's Choice" 

Dream world   

Rory dies in the dreamworld.  The 
Doctor realizes that the vision of 
Upper Leadworth is false and they are 
in the Dream Lord's domain before 
they all escape.  The hallucination and 
Dream World was caused by psychic 
pollen that had fallen in the TARDIS 
time rotor. ["Amy's Choice"] [Rory 
Death #1] [trip forward to 2020-A]  "Amy's Choice" 

2020-A   

Rory, Amy and the Doctor land in the 
Welsh village of Cwmtaff instead of 
Rio de Jeaneiro as they planned.  Rory 
sees a ghost image of him and Amy 
on a hill. ["The Hungry Earth"] "The Hungry Earth" 

2020-B   

At a deep mineral drilling site, the 
TARDIS crew and locals come under 
attack by Silurians who have been 
awakened by the drilling. ["The 
Hungry Earth"] "The Hungry Earth" 

2020-C   

Rory tries to protect the Silurian 
Alaya, who is killed by a scared 
human.  Rory travels down to the 
Silurian city under the Earth via 
geothermal gravity bubble lifts. ["Cold 
Blood"]  "Cold Blood" 

2020-D   

After brokering an unesasy peace 
with the Silurians, the TARDIS crew 
tries to escape the Silurian city.  Rory 
dies after being shot by a Silurian and 
a crack in the universe envelops him. 
["Cold Blood"] [Rory Death #2] [trip 
backwards to 102] "Cold Blood" 



102   

Rory is discovered to be an Auton 
Roman Centurian at Stonehenge, 
where he meets Amy, the Doctor and 
River Song.  Auton Rory is part of a 
plot by a large alliance of the Doctor's 
enemies who hope to capture the 
Doctor in the Pandorica.  Auton Rory 
shoots Amy, but is then visited by the 
future Doctor who helps him put Amy 
into the Padorica to save her.  Rory 
then chooses to guard Amy in the 
Pandorica until the day she emerges 
from it. ["The Pandorica Opens'/"The 
Big Bang"] "The Pandorica Opens" 

118   

The Pandorica as it is taken back to 
Rome under armed guard - Museum 
plaque ["The Big Bang"] "The Big Bang" 

150    "The Big Bang" 

200    "The Big Bang" 

250    "The Big Bang" 

300    "The Big Bang" 

350    "The Big Bang" 

400    "The Big Bang" 

420   
The Pandorica is raided by the Franks 
- Museum plaque ["The Big Bang"] "The Big Bang" 

450    "The Big Bang" 

500    "The Big Bang" 

550    "The Big Bang" 

600    "The Big Bang" 

650    "The Big Bang" 

700    "The Big Bang" 

750    "The Big Bang" 

800    "The Big Bang" 

850    "The Big Bang" 

900    "The Big Bang" 

950    "The Big Bang" 

1000    "The Big Bang" 

1050    "The Big Bang" 

1100    "The Big Bang" 

1120   

The Pandorica is known to be a prized 
possession of the Knights Templar - 
Museum plaque ["The Big Bang"] "The Big Bang" 

1150    "The Big Bang" 

1200    "The Big Bang" 

1231   

The Pandorica is donated to the 
Vatican - Museum plaque ["The Big 
Bang"] "The Big Bang" 



1250    "The Big Bang" 

1300   

During Marco Polo's life, Marco Polo  
sells the Pandorica - Museum plaque 
["The Big Bang"]  The year 1300 is 
about two-thirds through Polo's life, 
and the year on the plaque is blocked 
in the shot. "The Big Bang" 

1350    "The Big Bang" 

1400    "The Big Bang" 

1450    "The Big Bang" 

1500    "The Big Bang" 

1540-06-26-A    "The Big Bang" 

1540-06-26-B    "The Big Bang" 

1550    "The Big Bang" 

1580-A    "The Big Bang" 

1580-B    "The Big Bang" 

1600    "The Big Bang" 

1650    "The Big Bang" 

1699-04-05-A    "The Big Bang" 

1699-04-05-B    "The Big Bang" 

1699-04-05-C    "The Big Bang" 

1699-04-05-
D    "The Big Bang" 

1700    "The Big Bang" 

1750    "The Big Bang" 

1800    "The Big Bang" 

1850    "The Big Bang" 

1870-A    "The Big Bang" 

1870-B    "The Big Bang" 

1890-06-26-A    "The Big Bang" 

1890-06-26-B    "The Big Bang" 

1900    "The Big Bang" 

1938-04-03-A    "The Big Bang" 

1938-04-03-B    "The Big Bang" 

1938-04-03-C    "The Big Bang" 

1938-04-04    "The Big Bang" 

1938-06-A    "The Big Bang" 

1938-06-B    "The Big Bang" 

1941   

Warehouse where the Pandorica is 
stored is destroyed by incindiary 
bombs during the London Blitz, and 
the Pandorica is moved by Rory, the 
lone centurion, out of the burning 
warehouse to across the street - 
Museum video ["The Big Bang"] "The Big Bang" 

1950    "The Big Bang" 

1960    "The Big Bang" 



1969-04-08    "The Big Bang" 

1969-07-14    "The Big Bang" 

1969-07-16    "The Big Bang" 

1969-07-20    "The Big Bang" 

1970    "The Big Bang" 

1970-01-20    "The Big Bang" 

1980    "The Big Bang" 

1989    "The Big Bang" 

1990    "The Big Bang" 

1992    "The Big Bang" 

1996-A   

Rory meets young Amy ("Amelia") 
when Adult Amy exits the Pandorica 
in the Museum ["The Big Bang"]  "The Big Bang" 

1996-B   *** "The Big Bang" 

2010-06-26-A    "The Big Bang" 

2010-06-26-B    "The Big Bang" 

4350-A    "A Christmas Carol" 

4350-B    "A Christmas Carol" 

Space    "Space" 

Space    "Space" 

Time    "Time" 

Time    "Time" 

Time 
[orange]   Enter TARDIS from TARDIS (loop) "Time" 

2011-02   

? Rory and Amy get card from Doctor 
inviting them to Lake Silencio, Utah, 
USA "The Impossible Astronaut" 

2011-04   
? Rory and Amy arrive at Lake 
Silencio, Utah, USA "The Impossible Astronaut" 

2011-04-19    "The Impossible Astronaut" 

2011-04-22    "The Impossible Astronaut" 

1969-04-08    "The Impossible Astronaut" 

1969-07-14   
Rory Appears to die as Canton 
Deleware III shoots him at dam "The Day of the Moon" 

1969-07-16    "The Day of the Moon" 

1969-07-20    "The Day of the Moon" 

1699-04-05-A   On CPT Avery's Pirate Ship "The Curse of the Black Spot" 

1699-04-05-B    "The Curse of the Black Spot" 

ALT 1699-04-
05-AA   

Siren's Spaceship in Alternate 
Dimension "The Curse of the Black Spot" 

ALT 1699-04-
05-BB   

Siren's Spaceship in Alternate 
Dimension and Rory Dies "The Curse of the Black Spot" 

1699-04-05-C   Back on CPT Avery's Pirate Ship "The Curse of the Black Spot" 

1699-04-05-
D    "The Curse of the Black Spot" 

bubble 
universe    "The Doctor's Wife" 



bubble 
universe    "The Doctor's Wife" 

2155-A    "The Rebel Flesh" 

2155-B    "The Rebel Flesh" 

2155-C    "The Almost People" 

2155-D    "The Almost People" 

5145-A    "A Good Man Goes To War"  

5145-B    "A Good Man Goes To War"  

5145-C    "A Good Man Goes To War"  

2011-08-15-A    "Let's Kill Hitler" 

2011-08-15-B    "Let's Kill Hitler" 

1938-06-22-A    "Let's Kill Hitler" 

1938-06-22-B    "Let's Kill Hitler" 

2011-09-03-A    "Night Terrors" 

2011-09-03-B    "Night Terrors" 

3420    "The Girl Who Waited" 

3456-A    "The Girl Who Waited" 

3456-B    "The Girl Who Waited" 

2630-A    "The God Complex" 

2630-B    "The God Complex" 

2011-09-17-A    "Closing Time" 

2011-09-17-B    "Closing Time" 

ALT 2011-04-
22-A   

Alternate Universe where the date is 
always 2011-04-22 "The Wedding of River Song" 

ALT 2011-04-
22-B    "The Wedding of River Song" 

ALT 2011-04-
22-C    "The Wedding of River Song" 

ALT 2011-04-
22-D    "The Wedding of River Song" 

2011-10-01    "The Wedding of River Song" 

2011-12-25     

2012-A     

2012-B     

2012-C     

2012-D     

2013-12-25    

"The Doctor, the Widow, and the 
Wardrobe" 

2014-04    "Pond Life" - April 

2014-05    "Pond Life" - May 

2014-06    "Pond Life" - June 

2014-07    "Pond Life" - July 

2014-08    "Pond Life" - August 

2014-09-01    "Asylum of the Daleks" 

2586-A    "Asylum of the Daleks" 

2586-B    "Asylum of the Daleks" 



2014-09-02   
Returned from "Asylum of the 
Daleks" (off-screen adventure)  

2015-07-02    "Dinosaurs on a Spaceship" 

2367-A    "Dinosaurs on a Spaceship" 

2367-B    "Dinosaurs on a Spaceship" 

2015-07-23-A    "Dinosaurs on a Spaceship" 

2015-07-23-B   

Unseen adventure as Doctor Picks up 
Rory and Amy and takes them to Old 
West  

1870-A    "A Town Called Mercy" 

1870-B    "A Town Called Mercy" 

2015-07-30   
July on screen as Rory and Amy are 
Domestic "The Power of Three" 

2015-10-05   Cubes Arrive "The Power of Three" 

2015-12-20   
Near Christmas time some alien 
orderlies take people "The Power of Three" 

2016-06-26-A   

June on scren - Doctor takes Rory and 
Amy on a trip at their anniverary 
party "The Power of Three" 

1890-06-26-A   
Doctor takes Rory and Amy back in 
time for anniversary to hotel "The Power of Three" 

1890-06-26-B   
Hotel destroyed due to Zygon 
impersonators "The Power of Three" 

1540-06-26-A   
Hiding under bed away from Henry 
VIII  "The Power of Three" 

1540-06-26-B    "The Power of Three" 

2016-06-26-B   
"June…Again"on screen as they 
return to party "The Power of Three" 

2016-07-26-A    "The Power of Three" 

1 Dimension 
Left (2016-
07-26-AA)   In spaceship "The Power of Three" 

1 Dimension 
Left (2016-
07-26-BB)    "The Power of Three" 

2016-07-26-B   Return from spaceship "The Power of Three" 

2016-07-27-C   
Rory and Amy leave with Doctor in 
TARDIS "The Power of Three" 

2012-A   
Rory and Amy with Doctor in New 
York Central Park. "Angels Take Manahattan" 

2012-B   
Rory gets sent back in time thanks to 
angel "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1938-04-03-A   River Song picks up Rory in 1938. "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1938-04-03-B   
Rory dies as an old man kept prisoner 
in the Angel's Winder Quey building "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1938-04-03-C   
Rory and Amy jump off building 
resetting time, returning to 2012. "Angels Take Manahattan" 



2012-C    "Angels Take Manahattan" 

2012-D    "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1938-04-04   

Angel sends Rory back in time to 1938 
again.  Rory and Amy live forward in 
New York. "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1938-06-A    "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1938-06-B    "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1941    "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1950    "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1960    "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1969-04-08    "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1969-07-14    "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1969-07-16    "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1969-07-20    "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1970     

1970-01-20    "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1980    "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1989    "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1990    "Angels Take Manahattan" 

1992 FINISH   

 
 
 
 

 



 
 

RORY'S TIMELINE BY DATE  
 
To aid in game play, here are all of the spaces and events that must be traveled by Rory. 
 
KEY 
-Letters designate the story (in the order of viewer’s point of view and how information is learned) 
 
 
 
500 BCE 
 
400 BCE 
 
300 BCE 
 
200 BCE 
 
100 BCE 
 
0 
 
100 
 
102  E - Rory remembers dying and awaking as a (Auton) Roman and meeting Amy at the  
   Underhendge at Stonehenge.  He shoots her, but puts her in the Pandorica to  
   save her life, Rory then protects her in the Pandorica for the next 2000 years.  
   [“The Pandorica Opens”] [Timeline lives 1,894 years later to 1996] 
 
118  (E) - Pandorica and Rory go to Rome under armed guard. [timeline continues through  
   1996] 
 
150 
 
200 
 
250 
 
300 
 
350 
 
400 
 
420  (E) - Pandorica is plundered by the Franks [timeline continues through 1996] 
 
450 
 
500 
 
550 



 
600 
 
650 
 
700 
 
750 
 
800 
 
850 
 
900 
 
950 
 
1000 
 
1050 
 
1100 
 
1120  (E) - Pandorica is a prized position of the Knight’s Templar [timeline continues through  
   1996] 
 
1150 
 
1200 
 
1231 (E) - Pandorica is donated to the Vatican under Pope Gregory IX. Templar [timeline  
  continues through 1996] 
 
1250 
 
1300?  (E) - Marco Polo sells the Pandorica [year not exact, based on story and of polo’s life – 
   wiki)  Templar [timeline continues through 1996] 
 
1350 
 
1400 
 
1450 
 
1500 
 
1540?-06-26 X – Amy accidentally married Henry VIII on Rory and Amy’s wedding anniversary. (no  
   wedding is on this day for Henry 8th, but he married Catherine Howard on 28  
   July 1540 which is a close date to Amy and Rory's wedding date, and the king  
   seems to be the older more portly version in the show)[Power of Three]  
 
1540?-06-26 X – Amy accidentally married Henry VIII on Rory and Amy’s wedding anniversary. (no  
   wedding is on this day for Henry 8th, but he married Catherine Howard on 28  



   July 1540 which is a close date to Amy and Rory's wedding date, and the king  
   seems to be the older more portly version in the show)[Power of Three] [line  
   forward to 2016-06-27] 
 
1550 
 
1580  B, C - Rory and Amy to Venice [“Vampires of Venice”] [“Amy’s Choice’]  
 
1580  B, C - Rory and Amy to Venice [“Vampires of Venice”] [line to 2015, with circle on path 

 forward on line for Dream Lord’s dream adventure [Rory Dies]  [“Amy’s Choice]] 
 
1600 
 
1650 
 
1699-04-05 I, J - Land on Pirate Ship Fancy encounters pirates and siren [“Curse of the  
   Black Spot”] ”] 
 
1699-04-05 I, J - Land on Pirate Ship Fancy encounters pirates and siren [Rory Dies] [“Curse of the  
   Black Spot”] ”] [line to 2155, with circle on path forward on line for Bubble  
   Universe  [“The Doctor’s Wife”] . 
1700 
 
1750 
 
1800 
 
1850 
 
1870  W – Rory, Amy Doctor got to the wild west where they meet a cyborg gunslinger  
   (Kahler-Tek) and an alien war criminal (Kahler-Jex). [“Town Called Mercy”]  
 
1870  W – Rory, Amy Doctor got to the wild west where they meet a cyborg gunslinger  
   (Kahler-Tek) and an alien war criminal (Kahler-Jex). [“Town Called Mercy”] [line  
   forward to 2015-07-30] 
 
1890-06-26 X – Rory and Amy go to opening of Savoy Hotel . [Power of Three] 
 
1890-06-26 X – Rory and Amy go to opening of Savoy Hotel but is ruined by a Zygon spaceship  

parked underneath it and half the staff being Zygon imposters. [Power of Three] [line back to 
1540?-06-27] 

1900 
 
1938-04-03 Y - Rory appears in New York and meets Melody Malone (River Song) where he is  
   kidnapped and taken to Winter Quay ["Angels Take Manhattan] 
 
1938-04-03 Y - Amy meets old Rory who was kept in Winter Quay by the Angels as a battery, sent  
   back in time, and then fed on regularly. [Rory Dies] [Angels Take Manhattan] 
 
1938-04-03 Y - Rory and Amy jump off roof of Winter Quey building and create paradox resetting  
   time and sending them back to 2012 [Angels Take Manhattan] [line back to  
   2012a] 
 



1938-04-04 Y - Rory and Amy live in New York having returned there after having been sent by an  
   angel. {live forward on timeline to death] 
 
1938-06-22 M – Rory punches Hitler (nice outside so summer) [“Let’s Kill Hitler”]  
 
 
1938-06-22 M – Rory sees River save Doctor (nice outside so summer) [“Let’s Kill Hitler”] [Line  
   forward to 2011-09-03] 
 
1941   E - London Blitz, Rory pulls Pandorica out of a burning warehouse [“The Big Bang”]  
   [Timelines moves through 1996] 
 
1950 
 
1960 
 
1969-04-08 H - Meet Nixon and Canton Everett Delaware III I in Washington DC and  
   encounter Silence [“The Impossible Astronaut”] Amy, Rory,  
   River wander USA looking for Silence.   Doctor captured at Area 51. 
 
1969-07-14 H – Glen Canyon Dam in Arizona, Rory gets shot by FBI and taken to Area 51. [“Day  
   of the Moon”] [Rory Dies] 
 
1969-07-16 H – Rory visits Cape Kennedy with Doctor, River and Nixon.  Doctor patches video phone  
   into Apollo 11. [“Day of the Moon”] 
 
1969-07-20 H – Rory and River hold the Silence at Bay as man lands on Moon, Doctor uses broadcast  
   to reveal and defeat Silence. [“Day of the Moon”] [line back to 1699] 
 
1970-01-20 H – River (young girl) regenerates in New York (6 months later from previous event) 

 [“Day of the Moon”] 
 
1980 
 
1989   A - Rory is born [based on date of Amy’s birth] 
 
1990 
 
1992  Y - Rory dies in New York after living  82 years [Angels Take Manhattan] [Rory Really    
 Dies] 
 
1996-A  A - Doctor meets 7 year old Amy in Leadworth [“The Eleventh Hour”] 
 
1996-B  E - Rory is a security guard at the British Museum protecting the Pandorica and shoots  
   Dalek, meets young Amy (who underwent therepy, and then visited British  
   Museum), and older Amy who comes out of Pandorica [“The Big Bang”]  
    [Auton Rory jumps forward to 2010-06-26-A] 
 
1997-A  M – Amy, Mels, and Rory play hide and seek, and then play Doctor Dolls [‘Let’s Kill  
   Hitler”] 
1997-B  Y - Amy dies in New York after living  87 years [Angels Take Manhattan]  
 
2000 



 
2005  M – Mels, Amy and Rory in high school [“Lets Kill Hitler”] 
 
2007  M – Mels gets bailed out of jail by Amy for stealing bus.  Rory has early shift at work  
   tomorrow, Amy thinks he’s gay [“Let’s Kill Hitler] 
 
2008  A - Doctor meets older (19 year old) Amy and Rory and Prisoner Zero adventure [“The  
   Eleventh Hour”] 
 
2010-06-25-A A - Doctor returns to pick up Amy 2 years after events of “The Eleventh Hour”.  It is the  
   date of her wedding night.  
 
2010-06-25-B B  - Doctor pops out of cake at Rory’s stag night party.  Then takes Rory and Amy on a 

 date trip to Venice  [“Vampires of Venice”] [line back to 1580] 
 

2010-06-26-A E - Amy and Rory’s Wedding day, River Song joins them. [“The Big Bang’]  Then Rory and  
   Amy leave in TARDIS to stop an Egyptian Godess loose on the orient express in  
   space. Then have a honeymoon to the space liner [A Christmas Carol’ 
 
2010-06-26-B E - Then Rory and Amy leave in TARDIS to stop an Egyptian Godess loose on the orient  
   express in space. Then have a honeymoon to the space liner [A Christmas Carol’]  
   [line to  4350?] 
 
2011-02 H - Rory and Amy return home [“The Impossible Astronaut’] 
 
2011-04 H - two months without contact with the Doctor, Amy and Rory at home get an  
   invitation to the USA on 2011-04-22. [“The Impossible Astronaut’] 
 
2011-04-19 Q – Rory and Amy go shopping, Amy is a model for Petrichor perfume.[“Closing Time”] 
 
2011-04-22 H - Doctor and Amy meet Doctor at Lake Silencio, Utah, USA. [“The Impossible 

 Astronaut’] Rory sees Doctor shot. [line back to 1969] 
 
ALT 2011-04-22 R – Rory sees the Doctor survive the gunshots from the astronaut  at Lake Silencio[“The  
   Wedding of River Song”] 

 
ALT 2011-04-22 R – CPT Rory Williams lives as a military commander in a world dominated by the  
   Silence, where  Winston Churchill is in the Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire.   
   Amy does not know what Rory looks like, but is searching for him. [“The  
   Wedding of River Song”] 
 
ALT 2011-04-22 R – CPT Rory Williams fights the Silence and the Doctor suggests that Amy date him.   
   [“The Wedding of River Song”] 

 
ALT 2011-04-22 R – CPT Rory Williams finds out that he had married Amy in a different timeline, and had  
   River Song as their daughter.  He then sees the Doctor marry River in this  
   timeline before the timeline is completely made unreal. [“The Wedding of River  
   Song”] [line forward to 2011-10-01] 
 
2011-08-15 M – Amy Rory make crop circles in Leadworth, [“Let’s Kill Hitler’]  
 
2011-08-15 M –Doctor meets Mels [“Let’s Kill Hitler’] [line back to 1938] 
 



2011-09-03 N – Rory and Amy encounter Peg Dolls that are animated by a lost alien Tenza named  
   George [“Night  Terrors”]  
 
2011-09-03 N – Rory and Amy help Doctor with lost alien Tenza named George Find his family 

 [“Night Terrors”] [line forward to 3420]  
 
2011-09-17 P – Rory gets new home [“The God Complex”]  

 
2011-09-17 P – Rory gets new sports car given by the Doctor as a gift [“The God Complex”] [line back  
   to ALT 2011-04-22] 

 
2011-10-01 R – River visits Rory and Amy at home and tells them that the Doctor is alive, and that  
   the alternate time line never happened. [“The Wedding of River Song”] 
 
2012  Y - Amy and Rory visit New York Central park with the Doctor. 
 
2012  Y - Rory meets an Angel which sends him back in time. [line back to 1938-04-03] 
 
2012  Y - Amy and Rory return to graveyard from 1938-04-03 having created a paradox and  
   destroyed the Winter Quay angel breeding hotel.   
 
2012  Y - An Angel sends Rory back in time to 1938 again.  Amy follows again. [line back to  
   1938-04-04] 
 
2013-12-25 S – (two years after he left them) Doctor has dinner with Rory and Amy [“The  
   Doctor, the Widow, and the Wardrobe”] 
 
2014-04 T – Doctor calls and leave Rory and Amy a voicemail message saying he will visit soon. 

 [Pond Life-April] 
 
2014-05 T – Doctor calls and leave Rory and Amy mistaken message that world is endangered on  
   voice mail.  They can’t sleep.  [Pond Life-May] 
 
2014-06 T – Rory find an Ood on the loo. 

 [Pond Life-June] 
 
2014-07 T – Rory and Amy enjoy the Ood serving them as a butler, but feel guilty. 

 [Pond Life-July] 
 
2014-08 T – Rory and Amy’s marriage goes through a rough patch.  The pair separate 

 [Pond Life-August] 
 
2014-09-01 U – Rory asks Amy (still a fashion model) for a divorce.  The pair of them are kidnapped  
   by the Daleks [Asylum of the Daleks] [line forward to 2886] 
 
2014-09-02 U - Doctor and Amy Return [Asylum of the Daleks] 
 
2015-07-02 V – Doctor Picks up Rory and Amy and takes along Brian Williams, Rory’s dad - 10  
   months after return [Dinosaurs  on a Spaceship] [line forward to 2367] 
 
2015-07-23 V – Rory still fixing light bulb. [Dinosaurs on a Spaceship] 
 
2015-07-23 V – Rory and Amy get travel postcards from Brian (including from Siluria)[Dinosaurs on a  



   spaceship] (Assuming 3 weeks for world travel and a trip with the Doctor to  
   Siluria, still fixing light bulb so same month)[line back to 1870] 
 
2015-07-30 X – Amy and Rory at home.  Cubes land on Earth. (says July on screen, which must be  
   July of same year).  Doctor comes and visits for almost a full year.  [Power of  
   Three]  
 
2015-10-05 X - Rory watched dad make Brian's log (day 67). [The Power of Three] 
 
2015-12-20 X - Black Boxes start to activate as an outlier droid is monitoring at Rory's hospital 
    (December).  [The Power of Three] 
 
2016-06-26 X-Amy and Rory have picnic (Anniversary party).  Amy says cubes seem to have been  
   around 9 months, but this does not seem to match opening crawl of episode  
   [The Power of Three] Doctor comes and visits again[line back to 1890-06-26] 
 
2016-06-26 X-Amy and Rory return [The Power of Three] on same date after 7 weeks. 
 
2016-07-26  X - almost a full year after appearance of cubes Brian (day 361 according to brian, and  
   listed as July on screen) investigates the and they activate.  Electrical impulses  
   meant to kill people (controlled by the Shakri).  Encounter with UNIT and Kate  
   Stewart  [Power of Three]  
 
ALT2016-07-26 X - Rory travels to Spaceship in orbit Travel one dimension to the left, to discover Shakri  
   spaceship causing cubes to kill.  Doctor reverses effect [The Power of Three] 
 
2016-07-26 X - Doctor and Amy return to regular universe. [The Power of Three]  
 
2016-07-26 X – Amy and Rory travel with the Doctor again. [The Power of Three] [line back to 2012] 
 
2020  D - Land in Cwmtaff, South Wales drilling project where Silurians awake [“Hungry  
   Earth”]  
 
2020  D – Amy sucked underground to Siluriuan City, Rory stays topside. [“Hungry Earth”]  
 
2020  D – Rory visits underground Silurian City [“Cold Blood”]  
 
2020  D – As Amy and the Doctor Leave Rory dies. [“Cold Blood”] [Rory Dies] [line back to 102] 
 
2030 
 
2040 
 
2050 
 
2100 
 
2150 
 
2155?  K – Rory finds himself on Earth in a 13th Century monetary where animated flesh beings  
   called Gangers begin to gain sentience  [“The Rebel Flesh”]  
   
2155?  K – Rory  separated from group as Gangers attack  [“The Rebel Flesh”]  



 
2155?  K – Rory finds himself with the ganger Jennifer as she plot their destruction  [“The  
   Almost People”]   
 
2155?  K – Rory  discovers that Amy is actually a Ganger and she disolves   [“The Almost  
   People”] [line forward to 5145]  
  
2200 
 
2300 
 
2367  V – Rory, Brian, Amy and the Doctor (along with Queen Nefertiti (1334BCE) and John  
   Riddell (1902)) find Dinosaurs on a Silurian spaceship [Dinosaurs on a Spaceship)  
 
2367  V – Rory, Brian, Amy and the Doctor (along with Queen Nefertiti (1334BCE) and John  
   Riddell (1902)) are threatened by a villain Solomon [Dinosaurs on a Spaceship)  
   [line back to 2015-07-23] 
 
2400 
 
2500 
 
 
2586?  U – Rory encounters Dalek Asylum planet (dated 26th century as that is the time for the  
   story Planet of the Daleks, which takes place after Frontier in Space, which was  
   dated, and there are Daleks that survived that event on the plant). [“Asylum of  
   the Daleks”]  
 
2586?  U – Amy and Rory save their mairage and get back together as they survive the Dalek  
   encounter [“Asylum of  the Daleks”] [line back to 2014-09-01] 
 
2600 
 
2630?  P – Prison in Space that looks like 1980s hotel [“The God Complex’]  
 
2630?  P – Prison in Space is controlled by a cousin of the Nimon (minotaur) [“The God  
   Complex’] [line back to 2011-09-17] 
 
2700 
 
2800 
 
2900 
 
3000 
 
3100 
 
3200 
 
3300 
 
3400 



3420?  O - Planet Apalapucia the second most popular planet for visitors visited by Rory, Amy  
   Doctor where Amy is stuck in a different time line. [“The Girl Who Waited”]  
   [line forward to 3456a - tardis jump *NOT STRAIGHT LINE*] 
 
3456a?  O - Rory jumped forward using time engines of Apalapucia in Amy’s time stream 36  
   years later without Rory.. [“The Girl Who Waited”]  
 
3456b?  O – Rory and Doctor leave with young Amy but leave old Amy behind to prevent a  
   paradox [“The Girl Who Waited”] [line back to 2630] 
 
3500 
 
3600 
 
3700 
 
3800 
 
3900 
 
4000 
 
4100 
 
4200 
 
4300 
 
4350? F - Spaceliner crashing towards Sardicktown on planet Ember in the 44th Century.[“A Christmas Carol”] 

(continue forward to next year) 
 
4350? F, G - Visit to carnivorous moon made of honey [“A Christmas Carol”] ”] [line to 2011-02, with circle on 

path back on line for Space and then a second for Time *perhaps wibbly wobbely* [“Space/Time”] Amy 
gets pregnant while in the space/time vortex] 

 
4400 
 
4500 
 
4600 
 
4700 
 
4800 
 
4900 
 
5000 
 
5100 
 
5123 M – River song starts degree in archeology  
 



5145? L - Rory and the Doctor destroy the 12th Cyber legion looking for Amy and the Church of the Papal 
Mainframe and the Headless Monks [”A Good Man Goes to War”] 

 
5145? L - Rory Visits River Song in the Stormcage Containment Facility to recruit her in helping save Amy and 

the baby. [ “A Good Man Goes to War”] 
 
5145? L – Rory saves flesh version of baby and brings it to Amy.  Battle of Demon’s Run.  Amy and Rory learn 

that River is their daughter. [“A Good Man Goes to War”] [line to 2011-08-15] 
 
5200 
 
5300 
 
5400 
 
5500 
 
5600 
 
5700 
 
5800 
 
5900... 
 
 

 
 

GAME INFO POINTS   
 
To aid in game design here are some data bits we thought were worth saving. 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------ 
 
1989 born 
after 28 years of life (2016), then on trip to 2012 sent back to 1938 
 
Amy becomes book author and publisher. 
 
RORY ARTHUR WILLIAMS 
Aged 82  - lived to year 1992 (54 years) 
 
AMELIA WILLIAMS 
Aged 87 – lived to year 1997 (59 years) 
--------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
181 total spots on timeline.  [169 regular time spaces + 12 alt spaces] 
 
 
 





























































 



PANDORICA CARD BACKS 



PANDORICA CARDS PAGE 1 OF 9 

CHOSE A PLAYER TO LOSE A TURN ROLL AGAIN 

MOVE FORWARD 3  SPACES MOVE BACK 3  SPACES 

MOVE FORWARD YOUR DICE ROLL AGAIN LOSE A TURN 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=two+amy+ponds&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=aTRdmrYK6thpfM&tbnid=CbHbOg9IJdz5HM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sfx.co.uk%2F2011%2F03%2F02%2Fdoctor-who-for-comic-relief-exclusive%2F&ei=6G4lUrTQEtO04AO854GwDg&bv


PANDORICA CARDS PAGE 2 OF 9 

MOVE FORWARD 3 SPACES MOVE BACK 3 SPACES 

LOSE A TURN ROLL AGAIN 

MOVE FORWARD 3 SPACES MOVE BACK 3 SPACES 



PANDORICA CARDS PAGE 3 OF 9 

MOVE BACK 2 SPACES MOVE FORWARD 2 SPACES 

MOVE BACK 2  SPACES MOVE FORWARD 2 SPACES 

ROLL AGAIN LOSE A TURN 



PANDORICA CARDS PAGE 4 OF 9 

MOVE BACK 2 SPACES MOVE FORWARD 2 SPACES 

MOVE BACK 2  SPACES MOVE FORWARD 2  SPACES 

LOSE A TURN ROLL AGAIN 



PANDORICA CARDS PAGE 5 OF 9 

LOSE A TURN ROLL AGAIN 

CHOSE A PLAYER TO LOSE A TURN ROLL AGAIN 

LOSE A TURN ROLL AGAIN 



PANDORICA CARDS PAGE 6 OF 9 

MOVE FORWARD 3 SPACES MOVE BACK 3 SPACES 

MOVE FORWARD 3 SPACES MOVE BACK 3 SPACES 

LOSE A TURN ROLL AGAIN 



PANDORICA CARDS PAGE 7 OF 9 

MOVE BACK 2 SPACES MOVE FORWARD 2 SPACES 

MOVE FORWARD 2 SPACES MOVE BACK 2 SPACES 

LOSE A TURN ROLL AGAIN 



PANDORICA CARDS PAGE 8 OF 9 

LOSE A TURN ROLL AGAIN 

LOSE A TURN ROLL AGAIN 

MOVE FORWARD 2 SPACES MOVE BACK 2 SPACES 



PANDORICA CARDS PAGE 9 OF 9 

CHOSE A PLAYER TO LOSE A TURN 

MOVE FORWARD YOUR DICE ROLL AGAIN 

LOSE A TURN 

MOVE FORWARD YOUR DICE ROLL AGAIN 

ROLL AGAIN 

CHOSE A PLAYER TO LOSE A TURN 
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